We present a protocol for routing data messages from any sensor to the base station in a sensor network. The protocol maintains an incoming spanning tree whose root is the base station. The spanning tree is constructed as follows. First, each sensor in the network is assigned a unique identifier as if the sensors form a logical two-dimensional grid. Second, each sensor, other than the base station, uses its own identifier to compute the identifiers of its "potential parents" in the spanning tree. Third, the base station starts to periodically send "connected messages". When a sensor receives a connected message from anyone of its potential parents, the sensor makes this potential parent its parent in the tree and starts to periodically send connected messages. This routing protocol is stabilizing such that starting from any state, the protocol converges to a state where all the sensors and only the sensors that can be connected to the routing tree are connected to the tree. The convergence time of the protocol is proportional to the diameter of the sensor network. The routing protocol also has several other advantages over earlier protocols: overhead of the protocol is small, the protocol avoids unreliable long links to build a reliable routing tree, the protocol balances the load over the whole network, and it has nice fault-tolerance property. We have evaluated this protocol over a sensor network that consisted of about 50 MICA2 motes using a realistic traffic trace, and observed that the protocol delivers 72-99% of the messages to the base station.
I. Introduction
A sensor is a battery-operated small computer with an antenna and a sensing board that can sense magnetism, sound, heat, etc. Sensors in a network can use their antennas to communicate in a wireless fashion by broadcasting messages over radio frequency to their neighbors in the same network. Due to the limited range of radio transmission, sensor networks are usually multi-hop. Sensor networks can be used for military, environmental, or commercial applications such as intrusion detection, 1 disaster monitoring, 2 and habitat monitoring. 3 A sensor network usually supports two communication patterns between the sensors in the network: unicast and broadcast. In the unicast pattern, any sensor in the network can send a message whose ultimate destination is the base In this paper, we present a routing protocol, called the logical grid routing (LGR) protocol, that overcomes the challenges of sensor networks. First, the protocol is simple and so it consumes a small percentage of the network resources. In particular, the protocol requires that every sensor in the network sends only one routing message that consists of 2-4 bytes every 20 seconds (or less frequently), and stores no more than 10-15 bytes of routing information. Second, the routing protocol is stabilizing such that starting from any state, the protocol converges to a state where all the sensors and only the sensors that can be connected to the routing tree are connected to the tree. We show that the convergence time of the protocol is proportional to the diameter of the sensor network. We also show that even if 50% of the sensors in a network fail-stop, 84% of the remaining sensors in the network can still route data messages. Third, we adopt a simple approach to avoid unreliable long links in the routing tree. In this approach, we use off-line experiments to estimate link quality, and use these results to identify reliable links in the routing tree. The experiments in our testbed showed that this simple approach works well in practice. Moreover, the LGR protocol has been used to successfully support reliable delivery of bursty traffic in a large scale sensor network. 12 The routing tree in our protocol is an incoming spanning tree whose root is the base station. The routing tree is constructed as follows. First, each sensor in the network is assigned a unique identifier as if the sensors form a logical two-dimensional grid. Second, each sensor, other than the base station, uses its own identifier to compute the identifiers of its "potential parents" in the routing tree. Third, the base station starts to periodically send "connected messages". When a sensor receives a connected message from anyone of its potential parents, the sensor makes this potential parent its parent in the tree and starts to periodically send connected messages.
A sensor in the network cannot have a parent in the tree if all its potential parents fail-stop. To solve this problem, we extend the LGR protocol such that a sensor can have a "foster parent" in the tree when all its potential parents fail-stop and the sensor receives a connected message from any other sensor in the network.
The first version of the LGR protocol is loop-free such that the protocol never forms any loops during the execution of the protocol. The protocol inherently achieves this loop-free property, since each sensor computes its potential parents based on its own identifier (that reflects its physical location in the network), and it chooses one of its potential parents to be its parent in the routing tree. The extended version of the LGR protocol is not loop-free, so it may form temporary loops when the protocol starts from an illegitimate state or when some sensors in the network fail-stop. Although this protocol is not loop-free, the foster parent extension is highly effective when all potential parents of a sensor fail-stop, and the convergence time of this protocol is still proportional to the diameter of the sensor network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a model of the execution of a sensor network. In Section III, we discuss a logical grid and potential parents of sensors in the logical grid. We present the LGR protocol in Section IV and prove that this protocol is stabilizing in Section V. We present the extended protocol with foster parents in Section VI and prove that this protocol is stabilizing in Section VII. We show the experimental results of the LGR protocol in Section VIII. In Section IX, we discuss the advantages and limitations of the LGR protocol. We discuss related work in Section X, and finally make concluding remarks in Section XI.
II. Model of Sensor Network Execution
A sensor can be specified as a program that has global constants, local variables, one receiving action, and one timeout action. In general, a sensor is specified as Fig. 1 .
A sensor u also has an implicit variable named timer.u to keep track of its timeout action. For every sensor u in the protocol, the value of timer.u is a non-negative integer in the range 0 .. rmax, for some specified rmax time units. Executing the receiving action of sensor u causes u to update its own local variables. It may also cause u to execute the statement "timeout-after <expression>" which causes the timeout of u to expire after k time units, where k is the current value of <expression> and k > 0. Note that executing the receiving action of sensor u does not cause u to send any message.
The timeout action in a sensor u is executed when timer.u has a value of zero. Executing the timeout action of sensor u causes u to update its local variables, and to send at most one message. It also causes u to execute the statement "timeout-after <expression>". If sensor u sends a message, then each neighbor v of sensor u may receive the message. We assume that neighbor relation is symmetric. Thus, if sensor u can receive a message sent by v, sensor v can receive a message sent by u. The timeout action of sensor u is of the following form:
timeout-expires -> <update local variables of u>; <send at most one message>; <execute timeout-after <expression>>
The execution of a protocol proceeds as follows. First, the smallest value of timer.u is identified from all sensors in the protocol. Second, for every sensor u, the value of timer.u is decreased by the identified smallest value. Then there exists at least one sensor u whose value of timer.u is zero in the protocol. Third, a sensor u is selected arbitrarily from all sensors whose timer variables have zero values, and executes its timeout action. If sensor u sends a message during the execution of its timeout action, then each neighbor v of sensor u may receive the message at the exactly same instant. Each sensor v that receives the message sent by sensor u executes its receiving action. Note that at this point, every sensor in the protocol has an updated timer value. This process is repeated over and over during the execution of the protocol.
If a sensor u receives a message <msg>, then u executes the following receiving action. 
III. Logical Grid and Potential Parents
In this section, we first describe a logical grid and potential parents of sensors in the logical grid, and present an algorithm to compute potential parents for each sensor. We then discuss one of the methods to build a logical grid.
We consider a sensor network where sensors are deployed at arbitrary physical locations, but they are named as if they form an M * N logical grid. In this network, each sensor is identified by a pair (i, j ), called the sensor identifier in the logical grid, where i = 0 · · · M − 1 and j = 0 · · · N − 1. The base station in this network is sensor (0, 0).
(To keep our presentation simple, we choose the base station to be the grid point (0, 0). In practice, it is advantageous to select the base station to be the grid point (M/2, N/2) at the middle of the logical grid. In this case, the maximum number of hops to be traveled by data messages from any sensor to the base station is minimized. Moreover, the probability that the base station can be separated from the rest of the network is also minimized.)
When a sensor (i, j ) has a data item and wishes to send this data item to its final destination, the base station (0, 0), sensor (i, j ) forwards the data item to a neighbor (i , j ), where i ≥ i and j ≥ j , that is closer towards (0, 0) than (i, j ). The transmission of the data item from sensor (i, j ) to sensor (i , j ) is called one hop. The "physical" distance between sensors (i, j ) and (i , j ) should be small enough in order not to create a long link, but should be large enough in order to reduce the number of hops until the data item reaches its final destination.
Roughly, the requirement that sensor (i, j ) forwards its data item to a neighbor (i , j ) can be stated as follows:
where H is a small positive integer, called the hop size. In this case, sensor (i , j ) is called a potential parent of sensor (i, j ) in the routing tree whose root is the base station (0, 0). Thus, sensor (i, j ) can have up to H + 1 potential parents,
, and (i − H , j ). Note that the above characterization of potential parents may not be valid for sensors on or near the boundary of the grid. We describe below an algorithm to compute potential parents of each sensor including those on or near the boundary of the grid. It follows from the above discussion that if H is chosen to be two, then each sensor (i, j ) in the logical grid has up to three potential parents. For example, referring to a logical grid in Fig. 2 , the potential parents of sensor (3, 3) are sensors (1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 1). However, not every sensor has three potential parents in this case. For example, the base station (0, 0) has no potential parent. Each of the two sensors (0, 1) and (1, 0) has only one potential parent, namely the base station (0, 0). Also, sensor (0, 2) has two potential parents (0, 1), (0, 0), and sensor (2, 0) has two potential parents (0, 0), (1, 0) .
The algorithm in Fig. 3 can be used by any sensor (i, j ) to compute set P of its potential parents in an M * N logical grid where the hop size is H .
Next, we discuss one of the methods to build a logical grid and compute the value of H . (Similar methods to build a logical grid for the case H = 1 can be found in. 13, 14 ) We divide a network area into grid squares where each size is d * d. In this network, a sensor is assigned a logical identifier (i, j ), if the sensor is deployed at the grid square (i, j ). The sensor acts as if it is deployed at the grid point (i, j ), that is the central point of the grid square, of the logical grid. For example, Fig. 4 shows a network area that consists of three grid squares. In Fig. 4 , a dashed square represents each grid square, and solid lines represent the imposed logical grid for the network area. Note that the value of d needs to be selected such that at least one sensor is deployed at each grid square with a high probability.
We assume that each sensor knows its physical location (x, y) using GPS or localization services in 15, 16 and the side length of a grid square d. We also assume that the reliable transmission range of sensors is R. Using its physical location and d, each sensor decides its logical identifier (i, j ). (In this work, we assume that only one sensor is deployed at each grid square. If two or more sensors are deployed at the same grid square, only one sensor among them can be selected and stay awake to save energy by using an energy saving protocol such as. 13, 17 ) In order to establish that the imposed logical grid and the selected H are valid, each sensor should be able to "reliably" exchange data messages with each of its potential parents. In other words, R should be larger than the maximum distance between a sensor and its potential parents. Therefore, we need the following condition.
For example, consider the case H = 2. In this case, a sensor (i, j ) has the maximum distance with its potential parent (i − 2, j ) (or (i, j − 2)). The maximum distance between two sensors deployed at grid squares (i, j ) and (i − 2, j) is computed as d * √ 10, as shown in Fig. 4 . Thus, R should be at least d * √ 10. We perform off-line experiments to find the reliable transmission range R of sensors, and then we select the largest integer H that satisfies the above condition. Note that we need to conservatively measure R so that a sensor can communicate with each of its potential parents reliably, even under heavy interfering traffic.
From now on, we assume that the imposed logical grid on the sensor network and the selected hop size are valid. 
IV. The Logical Grid Routing Protocol
The purpose of the LGR protocol is to build and maintain a routing tree whose root is the base station (0, 0). Each sensor (i, j ) chooses one of its potential parents to be its parent in this tree.
Initially, only the base station (0, 0) is in the routing tree. The base station periodically sends a message of the form, connected (0, 0), every random period whose length is chosen uniformly from the range rmin .. rmax, where the average length of the range rmin .. rmax is T time units. (This random period is to reduce the probability of connected message collision.)
When a sensor (i, j ), that is currently not connected to the tree, receives a connected(i , j ) message and checks that sensor (i , j ) is one of its potential parents, sensor (i, j ) becomes connected to the tree and makes sensor (i , j ) its parent. From this point on, sensor (i, j ) sends a connected (i, j ) message periodically every random period whose length is chosen uniformly from the range rmin .. rmax.
When a sensor (i, j ), that is currently connected to the tree and whose parent is sensor (i , j ), receives a connected (i , j ) message and checks that sensor (i , j ) is one of its potential parents, sensor (i, j ) remains connected to the tree, but changes its parent in the tree from sensor (i , j ) to sensor (i , j ). In this case, sensor (i, j ) continues to send a connected (i, j ) message periodically every random period whose length is chosen uniformly from the range rmin .. rmax.
When a sensor (i, j ), that is currently connected to the tree and whose parent is sensor (i , j ), does not receive any connected (i , j ) message from any of its potential parents for a time period of tmax * T time units, sensor (i, j ) concludes that it is no longer connected to the tree and stops sending connected (i, j ) messages. (We discuss how to choose a value of tmax below.) Later when sensor (i, j ) receives a connected (i , j ) message and checks that sensor (i , j ) is one of its potential parents, sensor (i, j ) becomes connected again to the tree and makes sensor (i , j ) its parent in the tree.
A specification for the base station is given in Fig. 5 . We mentioned earlier that when a sensor does not receive a connected message from any of its potential parents for the time period of tmax * T time units, the sensor recognizes that it is no longer connected to the routing tree. This feature is implemented by providing each sensor (i, j ), where i = 0 or j = 0, with a variable trc whose value is in the range 0 .. tmax. When sensor (i, j ) receives a connected message from any of its potential parents, trc is assigned the value tmax. Every time sensor (i, j ) times-out to send a connected message, the value of variable trc is decremented by one. When the value of variable trc becomes zero, sensor (i, j ) recognizes that it is no longer connected to the routing tree.
During the execution of the protocol, a sensor u may consecutively choose small random periods for some number of times, and some of connected messages sent by the potential parents of sensor u may be lost. Nonetheless, we assume that sensor u is truly disconnected from the routing tree if the value of trc in u becomes zero. In order to establish that our assumption is valid, we need to assign tmax a reasonably large value that ensures the following with a high probability: if any potential parent v of a sensor u sends a connected message periodically, then sensor u is guaranteed to receive a connected message sent by v before the value of trc in u becomes zero. (Note that this value of tmax can be estimated based on the values of rmin and rmax, and the probability of message loss in the network.) From now on, we assume that a reasonable value that makes our assumption valid is assigned to tmax.
A specification for sensor (i, j ), where i = 0 or j = 0, is given in Fig. 6 . 
Fig. 6 Specification of sensor (i, j ).
Note that in the LGR protocol, the parent of a sensor at any time is the last potential parent from which this sensor received a connected message. In other words, a sensor keeps changing its parent whenever it receives a connected message from another potential parent. This feature provides two nice properties: load balancing and fast fault recovery. First, load balancing is achieved, since the data messages, that are generated at the same sensor, are likely to follow different routes to the base station. Second, fast fault recovery is achieved when the current parent of a sensor fail-stops. In this case, the sensor replaces this parent as soon as it receives a connected message from another potential parent. (Note that this feature may cause the arrival of data messages at the base station out of order. However, this is not a problem in sensor networks since most data messages are tagged with the real-time of when they were generated.)
Next, we specify how this protocol is used to route data messages to the base station (0, 0). When a sensor (i, j ), other than the base station, has a data message to route to the base station, sensor (i, j ) first checks whether or not it is connected to the routing tree. If the value of variable trc in sensor (i, j ) is more than zero, sensor (i, j ) concludes that it is connected to the tree. In this case, sensor (i, j ) sends the message after attaching its parent identifier pid to the message. Otherwise, sensor (i, j ) recognizes that it is not connected to the tree and drops the message.
When the base station (0, 0) receives any data (i, j ) message, the base station accepts the data message even if (i, j ) is not (0, 0). This is because the ultimate destination of all data messages is the base station. Note that the same data message may be received by the base station more than once, since the data message is still forwarded along the routing tree until it reaches the base station. Thus, the snooping feature of the base station can only increase the probability that every data message is received (at least once) by the base station.
V. Stabilization of the Protocol
In this section, we sketch a proof that the protocol in Section IV is self-stabilizing. This proof is based on the following four assumptions. A1) Each sensor in the protocol is either up or down. Up sensors execute the protocol as desired, while down sensors just fail-stop. Moreover, whether a sensor is up or down does not change along any execution of the protocol. A2) For every two distinct up sensors u and v, if u is a neighbor of v, or if there exists a third sensor w that is a neighbor for both u and v, then timer.u and timer.v have distinct values. (Note that this assumption is probabilistically maintained by choosing the difference rmax − rmin to be large relative to the number of neighbors of a sensor.) A3) For every up sensor u, if the value of trc in sensor u is 1, then sensor u chooses a value for timer.u such that the value of timer.u is larger than the value of timer.v for any up potential parent v of sensor u. A4) For every up sensor u, if the value of trc in sensor u is 0 or 1, and any potential parent of sensor u sends a connected message, then sensor u receives the connected message. (Note that assumptions A3 and A4 ensure that if any potential parent v of a sensor u sends a connected message periodically, then sensor u is guaranteed to receive a connected message sent by v before the value of trc in u becomes 0.)
In the protocol, a state of a sensor u is defined by the value of variable trc and the value of variable timer.u in sensor u, and the state of each up potential parent v of sensor u. Sensor u is in one of the following two states: (We use the notation <var>.u to denote the value of variable <var> in sensor u.) i) Sensor u is in a c-state iff u is the base station, or at this state A configuration of the protocol is defined by the state for each up sensor in the protocol. Regardless of the initial configuration of the protocol, from the grid size M * N , the hop size H , and the set of up sensors in the grid, we can compute the status (whether reachable or unreachable) of each up sensor in the protocol. The status of an up sensor u is reachable iff sensor u is the base station (0, 0), or the protocol has an up sensor v such that v is an element of P . u and the status of v is reachable. Otherwise, the status of sensor u is unreachable. Note that a down sensor has no status, and if the base station is up, then its status is always reachable.
A configuration of the protocol is legitimate iff the following two conditions hold for every up sensor u in the protocol.
If sensor u is reachable, sensor u is in a c-state in the protocol configuration. If sensor u is unreachable, sensor u is in a d-state and trc.u = 0 in the protocol configuration. The protocol is self-stabilizing iff it satisfies the following two conditions. 18 i) Closure: Starting from any legitimate configuration, the execution of any action in any sensor in the protocol yields a legitimate configuration. ii) Convergence: Starting from any illegitimate configuration, the protocol is guaranteed to reach a legitimate configuration.
Lemma 1. Starting from any legitimate configuration, for every reachable sensor u, the execution of any action in sensor u yields a legitimate configuration.
Proof: The protocol has two cases to consider. In the first case, the executed action is the receiving action in sensor u. In this case, if sensor u receives a connected message from one of its potential parents, trc.u is set to tmax. Otherwise, sensor u drops the message and does nothing. Therefore, the receiving action in u yields a legitimate configuration. In the second case, the executed action is the timeout action in sensor u. In this case, sensor u first decreases trc.u by one. However, since u is reachable, there exists at least one up sensor v such that v is an element of P . u and the status of v is reachable. Thus, u will receive a connected message from a sensor that is an element of P . u before trc.u becomes 0, and so trc.u remains to be bigger than 0 (by assumptions A3 and A4). Second, u sends a connected message (since trc.u > 0). If there is a sensor v where u ∈ P .v and trc.v = 1, then v receives the connected message sent by u and sets trc.v to tmax (by assumption A4). Third, u chooses a random value for timer.u. If trc.u = 1, u chooses a value for timer.u according to assumption A3, and so u remains in a c-state. Therefore, the timeout action in u yields a legitimate configuration.
Lemma 2.
Starting from any legitimate configuration, for every unreachable sensor u, the execution of any action in sensor u yields a legitimate configuration.
Proof: The protocol has two cases to consider. In the first case, the executed action is the receiving action in sensor u. In this case, since sensor u is unreachable, the protocol has no up sensor v such that v is an element of P .u and the status of v is reachable. Thus, sensor u always drops the received message, and does nothing. Therefore, the receiving action in u yields a legitimate configuration. In the second case, the executed action is the timeout action in sensor u. In this case, trc.u remains 0 by executing the statement "max(trc-1, 0)". Therefore, the receiving action in u yields a legitimate configuration.
Theorem 1. (Closure)
Starting from any legitimate configuration, the protocol is guaranteed to maintain a legitimate configuration.
Proof: The proof follows from the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2.
The following definitions are useful to prove the convergence of the protocol. We define the connection graph C of the protocol as a directed graph that satisfies the following two conditions. First, each node in graph C represents a distinct sensor in the set of reachable sensors in the protocol. Second, each directed edge (u, v) from a node u to a node v in graph C indicates that sensor v is a potential parent of sensor u. We define the height of a connection graph C as the maximum number of edges in any path from any node to the base station in graph C. Let the height of graph C be K.
We define the disconnection graph D of the protocol as a directed graph that satisfies the following two conditions. First, each node in graph D represents a distinct sensor in the set of unreachable sensors in the protocol. Second, each directed edge (u, v) from a node u to a node v in graph D indicates that sensor v is a potential parent of sensor u. We define the height of a disconnection graph D as the maximum number of nodes in any path from any node to another node in graph D. Let the height of graph D be L.
Next, we show that starting from any illegitimate configuration, our protocol is guaranteed to reach a legitimate configuration within a finite time period. 
VI. The Routing Protocol with Foster Parents
According to the LGR protocol in Section IV, a sensor has a parent in the routing tree as long as this sensor keeps on receiving connected messages from one or more of its potential parents. Thus, if at least one of the potential parents of a sensor is up and connected to the routing tree, the sensor remains connected to the tree. Unfortunately, it is possible that all the potential parents of a sensor fail-stop. When this happens, the sensor no longer receives any connected messages from any of its potential parents, and so it becomes disconnected from the routing tree.
To solve this problem, we extend the LGR protocol such that a sensor remains connected to the routing tree even if all its potential parents have fail-stopped as follows. When a sensor (i, j ) has no parent and receives a connected message from some sensor (i , j ), which is not a potential parent of sensor (i, j ), sensor (i, j ) makes sensor (i , j ) its foster parent in the routing tree. In this case, sensor (i, j ) becomes connected to the tree and it can route the data messages to the base station, but it does not send any connected (i, j ) messages. (The reason for this last restriction is to prevent any subset of sensors from forming a directed cycle of foster parent relationships.)
When a sensor (i, j ) is connected to the routing tree via a foster parent (i , j ), and receives a connected (i , j ) message from a sensor (i , j ), then sensor (i, j ) makes sensor (i , j ) its parent or its foster parent (depending on whether (i , j ) is a potential parent of (i, j )) in the routing tree.
When a sensor (i, j ) is connected to the routing tree via a foster parent, but does not receive any connected message for a time period of tmax * T time units, it becomes disconnected from the tree and no longer forwards data messages to the base station.
A specification for sensor (i, j ), where i = 0 or j = 0, is given in Fig. 7 . (Note that a specification for the base station is identical to the one in Section IV.) 
VII. Stabilization of the Protocol with Foster Parents
In this section, we sketch a proof that the protocol in Section VI is self-stabilizing. This proof is based on assumptions A1 and A2 discussed in Section V, and the following two assumptions. B3) For every up sensor u, if the value of trc in sensor u is 1, then sensor u chooses a value for timer.u such that the value of timer.u is larger than the value of timer.v for any up neighbor v of sensor u. B4) For every up sensor u, if the value of trc in sensor u is 0 or 1, and any neighbor of sensor u sends a connected message, then sensor u receives the connected message. Note that the proof in this section is similar to that in Section V. However, the proof in this section needs to consider the cases where some sensors in the protocol have foster parents.
In the protocol, a state of a sensor u is defined by the value of variable pid, the value of variable trc, and the value of variable timer.u in sensor u, and the state of each up neighbor v of sensor u. Regardless of the initial configuration of the protocol, from the grid size M * N , the hop size H , and the set of up sensors in the grid, we can compute the status (whether reachable, weakly reachable, or unreachable) of each up sensor in the protocol. The status of an up sensor u is reachable iff sensor u is the base station (0, 0), or the protocol has an up sensor v such that v is an element of P .u and the status of v is reachable. The status of sensor u is weakly reachable iff sensor u is not reachable, and the protocol has an up sensor v such that v is an element of Ngh.u and the status of v is reachable, where Ngh.u is the set of up sensors that are neighbors of sensor u and are not elements of P .u. Otherwise, the status of sensor u is unreachable.
A configuration of the protocol is legitimate iff the following three conditions hold for every up sensor u in the protocol.
If sensor u is reachable, sensor u is in a c-state in the protocol configuration. If sensor u is weakly reachable, sensor u is in a j-state in the protocol configuration. If sensor u is unreachable, sensor u is in a d-state and trc.u = 0 in the protocol configuration.
Lemma 5. Starting from any legitimate configuration, for every reachable sensor u, the execution of any action in sensor u yields a legitimate configuration.

Lemma 6. Starting from any legitimate configuration, for every weakly reachable sensor u, the execution of any action in sensor u yields a legitimate configuration.
Lemma 7. Starting from any legitimate configuration, for every unreachable sensor u, the execution of any action in sensor u yields a legitimate configuration.
The proofs of Lemmas 5, 6 , and 7 are similar to those of Lemmas 1 and 2.
Theorem 3. (Closure) Starting from any legitimate configuration, the protocol is guaranteed to maintain a legitimate configuration.
Proof: The proof follows from the proofs of Lemmas 5, 6, and 7.
We define the connection graph C of the protocol and the height of the connection graph, K, as they are defined in Section V. We also define the disconnection graph D of the protocol and the height of the disconnection graph, L, as they are defined in Section V. Next, we show that starting from any illegitimate configuration, our protocol is guaranteed to reach a legitimate configuration within a finite time period. Proof: By Lemma 8, every reachable sensor is guaranteed to reach a c-state, and start sending a connected message periodically within K * tmax * rmax time units. Since sensor u is weakly reachable, there exists at least one up sensor v such that v is an element of Ngh.u, and the status of v is reachable. Thus, every sensor u is guaranteed to receive at least one connected message from a sensor that is an element of Ngh.u, and reach a j-state within (K + 1) * tmax * rmax time units (by assumptions B3 and B4). 
Lemma 10. Starting from any illegitimate configuration, for every unreachable sensor u, it is guaranteed that sensor
Theorem 4. (Convergence) Starting from any illegitimate configuration, the protocol is guaranteed to reach a legitimate configuration within max ((K
Proof: The proof follows from the proofs of Lemmas 8, 9, and 10.
VIII. Simulation and Experimental Results
In this section, we first show the effectiveness of the foster parent extension by simulation, and then discuss the experimental results of the LGR protocol.
Simulation results
We evaluated the effectiveness of the foster parent extension by simulation. We considered a sensor network that is configured into a 10 * 10 logical grid with a hop size 2. We assumed that a percentage of the sensors in this network have fail-stopped, and we computed how many of the remaining sensors are still connected to the routing tree via parents or via foster parents, and how many sensors become disconnected from the routing tree. The results of these simulations are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , and in Table 1 , where each result represents the average value over 100 simulations.
The good news from this study is that even if 50% of the sensors in the network have fail-stopped, about 84% of the remaining sensors remain connected to the tree. (Of those, 57% are connected via parents and 27% are connected via foster parents.) Only 16% of the remaining sensors become disconnected from the tree. These figures demonstrate that the foster parent extension is highly effective especially when a large fraction of the sensors in the network fail-stop. Experimental results The LGR protocol has been used for the field experiment "A Line in the Sand", 1 where around 100 MICA2 motes were deployed to monitor a field so that intruders (e.g., tanks, cars, and civilians) can be detected, classified, and tracked. This experiment showed that the LGR protocol is able to reliably route data messages from every sensor across the network to the base station and thus provides the foundation for precise target detection, classification, and tracking. The LGR protocol also has been applied to the large scale field experiment "ExScal", 12 where about 1000 XSMs (for eXtreme Scale Motes) and 200 XSSs (for eXtreme Scale Stargates) were deployed to detect and track intruders. In this experiment, again the LGR protocol has been able to successfully provide reliable message delivery with the delay less than 2 seconds.
To study in more depth the property of the LGR protocol in forwarding packets from different locations, we set up a testbed where 49 MICA2 motes 19 are deployed in a grass field (see Fig. 10(a) ), forming a 7 * 7 grid (see Fig. 10(b) ) Fig. 9 Percentage of sensors that are disconnected from the tree vs. percentage of fail-stopped sensors. with a 5-feet separation between neighboring grid points. The base station (0, 0) is the mote at the left-bottom corner of the grid.
For our experiments, we chose the hop size H to be 2 and T to be 20 seconds. To have a valid logical grid, the power level of each sensor was assigned 9 (out of the range 1..255). Based on this setup, we assigned each sensor in the testbed an identifier so that each sensor can compute the identifiers of its potential parents by using the algorithm in Section III. In this testbed, the average number of hops from a sensor to the base station is around 3.3.
In each experiment, we used the traffic trace from the field experiment "A Line in the Sand" 1 to simulate the network load when events occur. The traffic trace corresponds to an event where each mote except the base station generates two data messages whose interval is between 3 and 4.5 seconds, and overall 96 data messages are generated. The cumulative distribution of the number of data messages that are generated by the sensors in the network during the event is shown as Fig. 11 . Each performance result discussed in this section represents the average value over 10 runs of this trace.
We evaluate the performance of a routing protocol by the following four metrics:
• Total delivery ratio: the ratio of the total number of unique data messages received by the base station to the total number of (unique) data messages generated by all sensors in the network.
• Individual delivery ratio: the ratio of the number of unique data messages received by the base station from a particular sensor to the number of data messages generated by that particular sensor.
• Delay: the average time taken for a data message to be received by the base station after the data message is generated.
• Goodput: the number of unique data messages received by the base station divided by the interval between the time the first data message is generated and the time the last data message is received by the base station. Note that the goodput reflects how fast data messages are pushed from the network to the base station. First, we ran experiments of the LGR protocol with the default TinyOS queue management component "QueuedSend" which simply retransmits a message up to a certain number of times until the acknowledgment of the message is received.
20 Fig. 12 shows the individual delivery ratio when the maximum number of per hop retransmissions is 0 (that is, no retransmission). The individual delivery ratio of each sensor reduces gradually as the number of hops from a sensor to the base station increases, and the total delivery ratio is 72%. The LGR protocol provides reliable Fig. 10 The network topology of the testbed. Fig. 11 The traffic distribution.
uniform delivery of data messages from different locations. This is because the LGR protocol avoids unreliable links to build a reliable routing tree. Also it balances the load over the network and avoids causing severe contention or congestion at certain network locations. Table 2 also shows the results of the LGR protocol with QueuedSend when the maximum number of per hop retransmissions is up to 2.
To further improve the delivery ratio, we used the LGR protocol with a transport protocol RBC developed in. 21 RBC replicates the acknowledgement for a received message using a window-less block acknowledgement scheme, and schedules message retransmissions to alleviate contention caused by them. Thus, lost messages are detected reliably and retransmitted at appropriate time without introducing much additional contention or congestion to the network. We ran experiments of the LGR protocol with RBC where the maximum number of per hop retransmissions is 2, and the results are shown in Fig. 13 and Table 3 . From Fig. 13 , we observe that the individual delivery ratio of each sensor is almost 100%, and the total delivery ratio is 98.8%. The delay increases since lost data messages are deferred in retransmission. However, this delay does not decrease the goodput which is more important to sensor network applications. Moreover, the delay is good enough for some typical sensor network applications, such as intrusion detection and tracking. 1, 12 The goodput reaches 6.45 messages/second. Note that the optimal goodput for 
IX. Advantages and Limitations
The LGR protocol has the following advantages (over other routing protocols in sensor networks): simplicity, load balancing, fast fault recovery, security without cryptography, and supporting soft real-time applications. Next, we discuss each of the advantages of the protocol.
i) Simplicity The LGR protocol is simple and so it consumes a small percentage of the network resources (specially compared to traditional distance-vector routing protocols). In the LGR protocol, each sensor is required to store no more than 10-15 bytes of routing information that includes P , pid, and trc, and to send a connected message that has only one message field every 20 seconds (or less frequently).
ii) Load balancing Each sensor distributes data traffic over all its potential parents, and so the data items from the same source sensor are likely to follow different paths to the base station. This feature can also help for sensors to avoid severe congestion and reduce message collision, when a burst of sensing events occurs in the network.
iii) Fast fault recovery When the current parent of a sensor fail-stops, the sensor will replace this parent as soon as it receives a connected message from another potential parent. Thus, sensors in the network can recover quickly from the situation where their parents fail-stop.
iv) Security without cryptography In the distance vector routing protocol, an adversary sensor i can tempt many sensors to choose i to be their parents in the routing tree by advertising a very small distance, say 1, to the base station. The adversary then can drop all the data messages that it receives from these sensors. However, in the LGR protocol, each sensor has a set of potential parents in the routing tree and keeps changing its parent whenever it receives a connected message from another potential parent. Thus, the adversary cannot make the sensor choose the adversary to be the parent of the sensor and then drop all data messages from that sensor, unless all the (legitimate) potential parents of the sensor fail-stop. The LGR protocol provides this security feature without encrypting and decrypting connected messages.
v) Supporting soft real-time applications The LGR protocol inherently bounds the number of hops that need to be traversed by a data message from any sensor to the base station. Thus, the delivery delay from any sensor to the base station can be predicted accurately in many soft real-time applications, as discussed in. 22 The number of hops C from a sensor (i, j ) that has a parent to the base station is bounded as follows.
On the other hand, the LGR protocol has the following limitations: initial setup requirement, limited communication patterns, limited connectivity, and no support for mobility. Next, we discuss each limitation of the protocol.
i) Initial setup requirement The LGR protocol needs to be set up. Each sensor may need to use GPS or a localization service 15, 16 to compute a distinct identifier in a logical grid, specially for a large network. Also we perform off-line experiments to estimate link quality so that we use these results to identify reliable links. However, once this setup is over, the sensors can take all the advantages that the LGR protocol provides.
ii) Limited communication patterns The LGR protocol does not support every communication pattern that can happen in a network. For example, two sensors in the network cannot exchange data messages unless one of them is the base station. Nevertheless, the protocol provides the two communication patterns that are most commonly used by sensor network applications.
iii) Limited connectivity The LGR protocol limits the connectivity of the sensors in a network such that sensors connected to the tree via foster parents do not send connected messages. Due to this limitation, some sensor in the network may not find a path to the base station, even when there is a possible path to the base station. However, the probability that this case happens in the network is very small. We showed in Section VI that even when 50% of sensors in the network fail-stop, 84% of the sensors still can be connected to the tree.
iv) No support for mobility The sensors in the logical grid are assigned distinct identifiers such that their identifiers reflect their physical adjacencies. This cannot be maintained in mobile environments. However, in most sensor network applications, the sensors, specially the sensors that participate in routing, are stationary in the network.
X. Related Work
Several experimental studies have been done to understand the nature of dynamic and lossy wireless sensor networks. Ganesan et al. 8 performed an experimental study on simple flooding, and reported the complex behavior of flooding, such as non-uniform flood propagation, long links, and asymmetric links. Zhao and Govindan 5 investigated packet delivery performance in different indoor and outdoor environments. They showed that a gray area where reception rate varies dynamically exists over relatively long links, and that the probability of packet loss changes over different traffic patterns. Similar study was performed in. 9 They observed that there is no clear correlation between packet delivery and distance over relatively long links. The link quality estimated by periodic beacon exchanges usually reflects the link quality in the absence of bursty data traffic in sensor networks. Zhang et al. 11 showed that a link quality changes significantly when the traffic pattern within the network changes. Thus, it is hard to accurately estimate link quality, especially under bursty traffic since different bursts of traffic usually occur sparsely, and each burst may finish within a short period.
Woo et al. 6 investigated link quality estimation and neighborhood management in dynamic and lossy sensor networks. They developed a routing protocol, where each sensor selects a path with the minimal number of retransmissions based on the estimated link quality. Seada et al. 7 proposed link selection strategies based on estimated link quality for geographic routing protocols. Under bursty traffic, the estimated link quality may not be accurate and stable, resulting in low message delivery rate.
In geographic routing protocols surveyed in, 23 physical location information is used to route data messages. Each node maintains its one-hop neighborhood information, and forwards a message to one of its neighbors that is closer to the destination. As discussed in, 7 these protocols can select unreliable long links to forward a message to the destination. In the LGR protocol, each sensor computes a small number of its potential parents using its identifier, and maintains its current parent in the routing tree. Also it can inherently bound the number of hops needed to make by a message to reach the base station.
He et al. 24 proposed a real-time routing protocol that utilizes location information. To support end-to-end soft real-time communication, each sensor dynamically estimates single hop delay with all its neighbors, and uses the estimated delay to select the next hop that satisfies a desired speed. Thus, the delivery delay is proportional to the distance between the source and the destination. The major focus of the LGR protocol is to provide reliable delivery (of bursty data traffic) to the base station, yet our protocol supports soft real-time applications using the logical grid structure. The experimental results showed that the LGR protocol has successfully delivered data messages with acceptable delay for a tracking application in. 1, 12 Several protocols were proposed to form a virtual grid using location information and utilize the virtual grid for routing, data dissemination, etc. In GRID, 25 the grid is used to limit flooding in mobile ad hoc networks for route discovery, packet relay, and route maintenance. In TTDD, 26 each source proactively builds a grid structure and only sensors in grid points maintain the forwarding information of the source. Thus, a mobile sink can flood queries within a local grid cell and receive data message continuously. TIGR 14 presented an algorithm to compute the transmission and reception schedule for each grid point. Based on the schedule, a sensor can route messages without message collision, and can go to sleep to save energy. In the LGR protocol, a sensor can go to sleep, if each of its potential children has at least one awake potential parent in the logical grid.
Routing protocols were proposed to build virtual coordinates without location information and route messages based on virtual coordinates. 22, 27, 28 The computation of virtual coordinates is usually based on hop counts from anchors. In, 10 sensors in a network form a layered multi-hop structure based on hop counts to the base station, and each sensor forwards messages to one of its neighbors that have a smaller hop count than itself. These protocols build a routing tree based on hop counts to certain sensors. Therefore, they take advantage of all long links in sensor networks and they may use unreliable long links.
In Directed Diffusion, 29 a sink periodically floods an interest represented by attributes and their values, rather than explicit addresses. Each sensor caches received interests and maintains several gradients for a received interest, up to one per neighbor. Thus, when a sensor has some event, the sensor sends the event to each neighbor that has a gradient for the matching interest, establishing multiple paths between the sink and the source. One of the paths with low delay delivery will be reinforced. The LGR protocol focuses on the reliable message delivery to the fixed base station with small memory requirement, for event-based sensor network applications such as tracking.
A self-stabilizing algorithm was proposed to maintain a spanning tree in a network. 30 This algorithm requires a pre-specified bound on the network size, and it is not guaranteed to stabilize within a time period proportional to the diameter of the network. On the other hand, the LGR protocol stabilizes, without any prior knowledge of the network size or diameter, within a time period proportional to the diameter of the network.
A loop-free distance-vector routing algorithm was proposed in. 31 This algorithm uses diffusing computations (which grow by sending queries and shrink by receiving replies) to maintain distances and avoid forming loops. Note that the LGR protocol needs one-way propagation from the root which is the base station to leaves in the routing tree.
The algorithms presented in [32] [33] [34] [35] were designed to localize the impact of faults in routing. The LGR protocol does not consider fault containment, but the mechanisms used by these papers can be applied to the LGR protocol. Detailed study of this is beyond the scope of this paper.
XI. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we presented the LGR protocol that maintains an incoming spanning tree rooted at the base station to route data messages from any sensor to the base station. In Section IV, we described a basic version of the protocol where each sensor chooses one of its potential parents to be its parent in the routing tree. In Section VI, we described an extended version of the protocol where each sensor can have a foster parent in the routing tree if all its potential parents fail-stop. The experimental results in Section VIII showed that the protocol delivers 72-99% of data messages to the base station under bursty and heavy traffic.
The basic version of the LGR protocol is loop-free, since each sensor chooses only one of its potential parents to be its parent in the routing tree. Thus, starting from any configuration, the protocol converges to a legitimate configuration, without forming any loops. In the extended version of the LGR protocol, temporary loops may be formed. This is because a sensor u can choose any sensor from which sensor u receives a connected message to be its foster parent in the routing tree, when its all potential parents fail-stop. Although this protocol is not loop-free, the convergence time of this protocol is still proportional to the diameter of the sensor network as we showed in Section VII.
The LGR protocol can be easily modified to support multiple base stations. In, 12 the protocol was implemented such that each sensor has two sets of potential parents, one set for the spanning tree whose root is the primary base station and the other set for the spanning tree whose root is the secondary base station. When the primary base station fail-stops, sensors in the network can route data messages to the secondary base station.
The LGR protocol does not require that all sensors in a network be always awake to maintain a routing tree whose root is the base station. A sensor in the network can be connected to the routing tree if the sensor has at least one awake potential parent (or one awake potential foster parent). Energy saving techniques, such as, 36, 37 can be easily incorporated with the LGR protocol to allow some sensors in the network to sleep dynamically.
